Problems in sound quality evaluation in Brazil: general or cultural ones?
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Within modern sound engineering the individual perception of sound events has to be considered. In the area of sound and vibration research procedures and instruments have been developed worldwide, but the latter ones are subject to several restrictions, especially in relation to their language. In order to carry out sound evaluations in Brazil adequate evaluation procedures and especially instruments are required. This article is intended to discuss some of the problems encountered by the authors when developing assessment procedures and especially instruments for evaluation of sound quality with Brazilian subjects. In particular, the work undertaken to study descriptors for sound and the associated problems will be outlines and discussed.

1 Introduction

Listening experiences with subjects sampled from a population are indispensable tools in sound quality assessment. The vast majority of approaches to assess sound quality by means of listening experiences use methods borrowed from psychology and sociology, usually psychometric ones. Acoustic community assessment tools including rating scales, semantic differentials, paired comparisons and others are commonly used. Nevertheless, these tools are highly dependent on linguistic, methodological and cultural issues and they can not be readily translated and used cross-culturally.

In the course of several projects related to sound quality issues in Brazil the author, as well as his colleagues in Brazil, have faced several problems. Some of them are of a more general nature but others seem to be particularly related to Brazilian language and culture. These problems will be discussed in this article, which is intended mainly to report difficulties found, to open a discussion on these issues, to solicit feedback and to advise other researchers.

2 Adaptation of psychometric instruments from other studies

The adaptation of psychometric instruments from studies in other languages seems to be a suitable way to make use of the large number of psychometric instruments available, to take advantage of the knowledge related to them and to facilitate the comparison of results with the results from other studies. One important adaptation required to turn any psychometric instrument into one suitable for the assessment of sound and sound quality, considering the target population, concerns the linguistic and semantic elements which all such instruments rely on to communicate different aspects of the procedure to the individual. Within sound related investigations psychometric instruments are sometimes simply translated from one language to another and used cross-culturally.

On several occasions the possibility of such an adaptation procedure for all the different elements of a psychometric instrument has been analyzed. Extremely careful translation and adaptation of the concept names (e.g. comfort to conforto in Brazilian Portuguese) used in a psychometric instrument developed in other languages and with other subjects seemed to be reasonably adequate [21], but problems also appeared at the very beginning.

As an example we take Quehl’s semantic differential for aircraft interior noise and vibration [27]. According to Quehl [27], aircraft interior noise and vibration is an attribute of comfort within German speaking subjects. In a pilot study with Brazilian subjects we confirmed this point of view [6]. Thus, we studied the adaptation of Quehl’s semantic differential to Brazilian Portuguese, but already in the initial stages problems arose. Quehl studied comfort in aircraft as understood by German speaking subjects. Her semantic differential was developed in German and requires the evaluation of “Flugzeuginnengeräusche” (aircraft interior noise). It is generally accepted that the meaning of comfort differs, often significantly between cultural groups. Also, there is no true equivalent of the German root term “Geräusche” to English or to Brazilian Portuguese. This term describes any sound that is audible, is not used necessarily to transmit information and has neither a positive nor negative association [23, 7]. Thus, we were likely to investigate a slightly different concept, at least in Brazil, by asking the subject to evaluate ruido dentro da aeronave (noise in the aircraft) or som dentro da aeronave (sound in the aircraft), inducing a positive or negative rating tendency, as the connotation of som is mainly positive and the connotation of ruido is usually negative. This rating tendency was confirmed when asking for the adequacy of descriptors for aircraft interior noise using a rating scale. Either due to the meaning of the term ruido (noise) or due to the general relation to aircraft interior noise subjects rated negative descriptors much more suitable than positive. The term som is also very likely to be misinterpreted, because naïve subjects, but also some texts related to Brazilian noise policies, relate it to music and stereo systems [24] and less to the physical phenomena.

Further problems are likely to arise with the instructions and items when trying the translation approach. Sometimes the items, before or even after translation, do not apply to the cultural circumstances of the target population (e.g. [5]) or can not, or can only broadly, be translated. The latter occurs often with items used in English or German psychometric instruments for sound and sound quality evaluation, because these languages offer more simple descriptors for sound than Romance languages, for instance Brazilian Portuguese. In several studies on Brazilian Portuguese descriptors for sound in general and vehicle and aircraft sounds in particular it has been observed that these differences are even greater considering spoken Brazilian Portuguese (e.g. [24, 28]). In some cases, such as in the example given in the next

\(^{1}\)The original semantic differential was obtained by personal communication with Mrs. Julia Quehl.

\(^{2}\)The same is true for other languages like French, Spanish or Italian.
section, the meaning of a term may change completely, even when the closest translation equivalent is given from the point of view of a translator.

It should be noted that translations of items must be carried out (e.g. [19, 4, 15]), especially to English, in the case of scientific publications. Nevertheless, several authors (e.g. [30, 21]), point out that translation, even to languages with similar cultural background, is sensitive to errors and the semantic stability and validity of the instrument is very likely to be lost. This situation is even worse in the case of successive translation, translating the psychometric instrument already translated to English again to another language for use. Therefore, an approach based on translation and adaptation seems not to be appropriate when cultural questions play an important role. For example, evaluations of tone composition in music, when connotational, are likely to include cultural aspects and therefore to differ. Also, large semantic differences can exist, as is the case between Romance languages (e.g. French, Spanish, and Portuguese) and Germanic languages (e.g. English and German).

3 Problems with descriptors

The items, e.g. adjectives and adjective pairs, used in rating scales as verbal endpoints or in semantic differentials, pose another difficulty. They are usually derived from attributes related to the concept, for instance aircraft interior noise and vibration, and are often essentially characteristics of the concept that one may use to describe it. Brazilian Portuguese poses then the difficulty that (1) in general only a small number of precise descriptors for acoustical phenomena is available, especially in spoken Brazilian Portuguese [17, 24], (2) many terms are ambiguous, (3) some terms change their significance when being translated, and (4) many descriptors are not generally understood by naive people.

Ambiguous terms include alto-baixo (high-low) or abafado-não abafado (≈ muffled-not muffled) that apply to both volume and frequency. A term that is very likely to be misinterpreted on translation is the term ‘rough’, which according to Helmholtz [31] refers to a hearing sensation evoked by modulated sounds, for instance by the German spoken letter ‘R’4 which is strongly modulated. Nevertheless, Brazilian subjects do not relate modulated sounds with aspero at all, this being the translation of rough, but agree that totally unmodulated noises such as white noise are aspero. This is contrary to the concept idealized by Helmholtz and considered by others.

---

3A similar observation about the limitations of the verbal space related to sound come from French scientists concerning French speaking subjects and urban sounds in France. Guastavino et al. [13, 12] and Dubois [8] report that adequate description of sounds using lexical terms in French, apart from those adopted by experts, are very hard to find. They state that it is much easier to find verbal descriptors for visual items and observed the use of complex syntactic structures in description of source events. Also, for British subjects Osborne Clarke [20] report that the proportion of simple one word descriptions for complex phrases was found to be low.

4That is why Helmholtz called this hearing sensation “rauigkeit” (roughness).
language does not have many adjectives for sound description or these are not naturally used. According to our experience, this is the case for Brazilian Portuguese, and according to Guastavino et al. [13, 12] and Dubois [8] it is also the case for French.

In the elicitation sessions it was found that the verbal discrimination abilities of acousticians not working with sound perception are not necessarily better than those of naive subjects, and even the acousticians reported difficulties involved in finding adequate descriptors for sound.

After the elicitation of descriptors, which usually results in a larger list, the experimenter must define the items to be used in the preliminary instrument. One approach to defining the descriptors for a certain type of sound is their selection from a list of previously found or defined descriptors [3]. This approach is well suited for the construction of the preliminary instrument, but the suitability rating depends on the experience of the subject with the concept under investigation and the presence or not of sound. In a study on aircraft interior noise, subjects sampled from different cities in Brazil and from the naive population as well as acoustics students, were asked to evaluate the adequacy of unipolar descriptors in this way, and considered negative descriptors, such as noisy, unpleasant, etc., to be much better suited than positive descriptors, such as silent, pleasant etc. This poses difficulties when one attempts to find descriptors that could form pairs to be integrated into a semantic differential, because the output of the evaluation task did not provide the information expected. When asking for the adequacy of previously defined pairs the experimenter must consider that it will remain unclear how the rating of a pair is obtained when one pole is considered to be adequate but the other pole is not. In both cases, evaluating single descriptors or pairs, the output is likely to be biased by several factors, e.g. the social desirability bias. It can also be noted that presentation of the respective sounds in an appropriate environment is of fundamental importance and can affect the output to an important degree.

4 Problems with rating scales

The construction of rating scales with discrete verbal labels for Brazilian Portuguese is difficult because the metric properties of verbal labels in Brazilian Portuguese are still unknown, especially regarding rating scales for sound phenomena. Günther et al. [11] announced an exploratory study on verbal qualifiers in Brazilian Portuguese for the Brazilian Version of the ICBEN noise annoyance scale, but at present these qualifiers are still not validated. Additionally the validation procedure will consider a noise annoyance scale, and the output will be, at least strictly speaking, valid only for a noise annoyance scale, but not for other scales like a preference scale. In cases where the metric properties are unknown several authors recommend that arbitrary labels are not used, but left blank (e.g. [14, 10]).

It has been proven in explorative interviews that rating scales, particularly numbered ones, are difficult for the inexperienced, untrained subjects to use successfully, although they provide relative ease of data processing for the experimenter. This was also confirmed in other studies, e.g. [22, 23, 16, 26], as they do not allow the subjects to express their impressions in an easy and natural way.

It is said that subjects would rather describe the object using linguistic expressions. Unfortunately the possibilities for the description of sound and vibration by simple one word descriptions in Brazilian Portuguese, as well as other Latin languages (see e.g. [9, 13, 12]), seem to be relatively limited, as experienced in several studies in which the author participated, as described earlier in this article.

5 Conclusions

This article discusses some problems encountered when working with sound quality evaluation in Brazil. Some of the problems related in this article are of a more general nature whilst others are particularly related to Brazilian Portuguese, such as problems of limited semantic space regarding the description of sound phenomena. It must be concluded that acoustics-related research in Brazil still has a long way to go in order to provide reliable tools for the assessment of sound, sound quality and sound related annoyance. The main aim of this article is to describe the problems encountered and give some orientation for future research.
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